
Esports Merchandising and Licensing
Partnership & Opportunities



INTRODUCING NATIONS

NATIONS is a globally networked licensing and visual intellectual 
property licensing company focused solely on the emerging market of 
esports.

Founded in 2016, Nations has assembled an all-star team of business 
development, branding, merchandising and investment professionals. 
Nations’ unique market position and expertise will ensure that the top 
esports franchises are connected with the top retail and licensing 
partners worldwide, establishing significant market presence for their 
brand through meaningful merchandise programs. 

We aim to allow our partners to focus on their core business while we 
strive to provide diversity to their revenue streams with a simple, 
professional and seamless all in one merchandise solution. 



WHAT WE DO

We work closely with our licensees to create the best possible product assortment for the teams 
with a segmented retail strategy that is fluid and forward thinking

WORLDWIDE 
LICENSING 
PROGRAMS

We run the biggest esports online superstore in the world with the best products at the best prices 
shipping to all points on the globe and using cutting edge e-commerce technology. This means 
thousands of satisfied customers and evolving, accumulating data that will provide invaluable 
insight into their purchasing habits

GLOBAL
E-COMMERCE

Nothing beats the thrill of purchasing merchandise at an event. We create compelling mobile retail
solutions that make a real difference in both sales and overall customer satisfaction that include 
both traditional vending locations and concierge level merchandise delivery through our
technology partner Sidestep 

EVENT 
SALES

We work closely with clients to design programs that capture the essence of what fans love, fur-
ther harvesting the value of live events. We custom create each program to suit our client’s needs

VIP MEET &
GREETS



THE OPPORTUNITY

Nations has a global distribution network capable to quickly and efficiently 
achieve worldwide success in the esports merchandising markets with 
warehouses covering both the US, Europe and Australia

Nations will create a “tradition disruptive” royalty pool that improves on 
traditional “league type” licensing programs (e.g. NFL, FIFA, NBA) and provides 
stakeholders with long-term stability through an equity partnership

The award winning Nations design team will work with the teams to define the 
look and feel of esports merchandising for years to come

All of Nations sales and research efforts will provide invaluable datasets on 
esports fans which will have a tremendous effect on the decision making 
process and e-commerce targeting strategies

Esports is projected to break $1 billion in revenue by 2017, but the 
area of branding and merchandise has not been leveraged to its full 
value by top tier teams. 



WHAT SETS US APART

•   Over 10 years of experience as a leader in the merchandise
    music industry.

•   Unlimited range of products from clothing to collectible statues.

•   Fast and efficient production with top quality factories in China,
    Europe and the US.

•   Global fulfillment capabilities covering all main esports regions.

•   An extensive sales tracking and customer tracking system
    allowing for detailed data analysis.

•   A professional and experienced team available 7 days a week.

•   Presence at all major esports events.



CAPABILITIES

•   Full service creative and branding agency.

•   Seamless bridge between eSports and the licensed consumer
     product market.

•   Worldwide sourcing and manufacturing of apparel and other 
    consumer products.

•   Worldwide distribution through retail, online, and live events.

•   Strategically executed worldwide licensing and sponsorship 
    programs creating countless opportunities.

•   Business assets assigned exclusively to identifying and 
    executing on digital commerce strategy.

•   Worldwide trademark protection and enforcement.



TECHNOLOGY

While Nations core business is manufacturing and distribution
of physical merchandise, we believe in technology.

We have built a custom dashboard allowing our partners to have a clear 
overview of their merchandising efforts.

Our dashboard provides features such as:
•   Automatic request of new merchandise for their players
•   Creation of tracking links to monitor campaign performances
•   Sales dashboard with detailed breakdown

A constantly evolving dashboard allowing for more features to be added 
to provide an unforeseen level of KPIs.



Nashville, TN, USA
New York City, NY, USA
London, UK
Turnhout, Belgium
Seoul, South Korea
Tokyo, Japan
Sydney, Australia

GLOBAL PRESENCE



CASE STUDY

Nations provides the best sales solution for merchandising during
esports events. We are present at every major tournament directly
or indirectly through our extensive network within the industry.

Our event team consists of industry professionals with years of
experience allowing for a top quality service seamlessly integrated
within our point of sales system making it possible to have a live
reporting of sales and event specific reports in the blink of an eye.

Our approach to at-event merchandise sales allows for an insane
amount of flexibility that can makes it possible for your teams to tie
the presence of your company's merchandise with meet and
greets, special shootouts with your players and of course other
activities with your company's other sponsors and partners.



RETAIL REDEFINED: 
MANHEAD POP UP SHOPS

Manhead is Nations' sister company and a leader in music 
merchandising.

SCOPE  Temporary brick and mortar retail locations in LA, London, New 
York and Chicago

CLIENTS  Fall Out Boy, Sean “Puffy” Combs, Panic At The Disco, Morrissey

Desiring to find the blue ocean between 3rd party retailer partnerships 
and tour merchandising, Manhead opened the doors of its first pop-up 
shop in New York City on June of 2015, in support of Fall Out Boy’s 
American Beauty/American Psycho tour.

“Lines were forming outside the night before as we were putting the 
finishing touches on store”, remembers Chris Cornell, Manhead’s 
founder and CEO “so we knew before we opened that the store was going 
to be a success”.

And a success the store was, serving over 800 customers over two days, 
and culminating with an in-store signing session featuring Fall Out Boy’s 
Pete Wentz.  
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RETAIL REDEFINED:
MANHEAD POP UP SHOPS

Since then, Manhead has opened additional pop-up shops for Fall Out 
Boy, Panic At The Disco, Pilgrimage Festival, Morrissey, and Puff Daddy in 
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Nashville and London, with each store 
being built around a store hosted “event” that
exponentially enhances the retail experience.  “We had a birthday party 
for Biggie Smalls at the Puff Daddy store and held a Morrissey pop-up at 
an animal adoption center” recalls Chris. “The overall reaction on social 
media really focused on those elements of the experience quite a bit”.

Product assortments in the pop-up shops are a thoughtfully curated 
blend of basic apparel and accessories, limited edition posters and 
prints and a collection of items designed specifically for the context of 
the pop-up, including dog clothing and pet accessories for the Morrissey 
store and co-branded Hohner harmonicas for the 
Pilgrimage Festival. 

With careful planning and executions, pop-up shops can quickly become 
significant sources of revenue for Nations' clients while simultaneously 
creating tremendous value added for both the teams and their fans.



FIRST PUSH RETAIL
Nations’s first push into the retail market will involve 
presenting the most successful esports teams in the 
United States to the top specialty retailers and 
mid-tier department stores in the country. 

The initial offering will include jerseys, t-shirts and 
headwear for immediate delivery and replica team 
jersey program for BTS 2017.  A comprehensive 
custom fleece program will then quickly follow for 
Holiday 2017. 

Target launch customers include Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, Zumiez, Journeys, Hot Topic and JCPenney. 

LIVE EVENTS
2017 will also see Nations send out its team 
branded mobile retail units to tournaments and 
esports events all over the world, including 
premier events in Malaysia, Germany, The United 
States, South Korea and elsewhere. Combining 
merchandise opportunities directly with the fan 
experience will be one of the dynamic parts of 
Nations’ business.



CONTACT INFO

CHRIS CORNELL:
chris@wearenations.com or (212) 533-7360

PATRICK MAHONEY:
patrick@wearenations.com or (615) 209-7495

FLORENT DAUVISTER:
florent@wearenations.com or +32497925267



Thank You


